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The Microscopic Sea 

Introduction 

Welcome to the wonderful world of the very, very 
small. Most people have never seen the animals you'll 
see in this book. You would need a microscope to see 
these creatures because many of them are smaller 
than the period at the end of this sentence. Others are 
a bit bigger, about the size of a grain of rice. You will 
also learn about some larger animals that produce 
microscopic size babies. 

2 

This book doesn't pretend to cover all the tiny 
organisms that live in the sea. Rather, it will first 
introduce you to a few of the most important and the 
most studied of these. After that, you will learn about 
other weird and wonderful creatures who live unseen in 
The Microscopic Sea. 

*words in bold face are explained in the glossary at the end of this book. 
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The Microscopic Sea 

Plankton 

The sea covers more than two-thirds of the earth. 
It's difficult to describe where the different animals are 
found in 140,000,000 square miles of water! To make 
it easier, scientists call each zone by a special name 
which tells something about the area. 

3 

One zone, which reaches from the surface of the 
water to a depth of about 300 feet, is called the 
plankton (PLANK-ton) layer. "Plankton" (meaning 
"drifting" or "floating") is the name given to a whole 
group of tiny animals and even smaller plants that live 
in this zone. It is also called the euphotic (u-FOAT
ick), or "good light," zone because sunlight filters down 
through this region. That's why more planktonic 
(plank-TAHN-ick) org~r:~l~rns are folj_Q_g in thi? __ ~l}_nr-ly, ________ _ 
rather shallow water than are found in deeper, darker 
zones. 

Although open oceans are almost empty, patches 
of plankton form rich, floating blankets of animal and 
plant life along the coastlines of continents, along 
continental shelves, and around coral reefs. 
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The Microscopic Sea 

These planktonic animals are called 
zooplankton, meaning, "animals that drift." 

The tiny plants are many different species of 
algae. Algae are related to larger marine plants 
commonly called seaweeds. Like land plants, algae 
need sunlight to grow, so they live only in the euphotic 
zone, where sunlight can reach them. 
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WHERE OCEAN LIFE 
BEGINS 

Rich plankton areas 

Most open ocean waters are a 
biological desert. Instead, life is 
most abundant alo~~g coastlines, 
continental shelves, and coral reefs. 
This Is wh~re tiny plant and animal 
communities, called plankton, act as 
a nursery and food source for most 
fishes and shellfish. 
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Dinoflagellates 

Diatoms 

Phytoplankton 
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The Microscopic Sea 7 

Phytoplankton 

The most important group of organisms in the 
euphotic zone is the microscopic phytoplankton (FY
toe-PLANK-ton). "Phyto" comes from the Greek 
word for plant--but some of the organisms are actually 
animals called dinoflagellates (die-no-FLAJ-uh
lates). At one time, these minute (MY-newt) animals 
were thought to be plants because some of them are 
autotrophic (au-toe-TRO-fick). That means they 
can make their own food and produce oxygen by the 
process of photosynthesis (photo-SIN-tha-sis), 
just like plants. Some dinoflagellates can also behave 
like other predacious animals--they catch and eat 
other tiny organisms using their whip-like flagella (fla
JELL-ah) when there isn't enough sunlight for 
photosynthesis. ----------~-~----- -----

Dinoflagellates can be so numerous that they form 
a visible film on the surface of the water. If you are out 
for a boat ride during the day and you see lots of 
ora~ge scum floating on the water, it's probably 
millions of these tiny animals. At night, they glow with a 
ghostly, pale blue light! 
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The Microscopic Sea 

The microscopic plants of the phytoplankton are 
called diatoms (DY-ah-toms). Many diatoms have a 
glass-like outer shell covered with strikingly beautiful 
patterns. Diatoms come in many different shapes. 
Some are circular and some are fan-like. Others form 
long, thin chains or needle-like clusters. A few even 
look like bird feathers. 

These tiny, lovely plants and the strange little 
dinoflagellates are responsible for producing 80 
percent of the oxygen in the world. They are also the 
beginning of the entire marine food chain. 

8 

Some of the microscopic animals that live in the 
plankton layer feed on phytoplankton. These creatures 
are eaten, in turn, by other tiny animals. The plankton 
layer also serves as a vast, floating pasture for larger 
animals. Baleen (buh-LEEN) whales and some fish 
are just two of the larger animals that "graze" on 
plankton. 

The plankton layer is very important because it 
also serves as a nurseFy:-fGI"---m-ar:~y-species-ofyoung_ 
invertebrates (in-VERT-ah-brates), or animals 
without backbones. Seastars, crabs, and shrimps are 
just a few of the invertebrates that leave the plankton 
layer to live on the bottom of the sea. Some adult 
female invertebrates release eggs that float up into the 
plankton layer, where they hatch. Other mothers carry 
their eggs until the eggs hatch and the babies, or 
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The Microscopic Sea 9 

larvae, swim away. An invertebrate baby that looks 
like the adult is called a juvenile (JOO-vah-null); if its 
body shape is different from the adult's shape, it is 
called a larva. Most larvae of bottom-dwelling 
animals stay in the plankton layer until they are old 
enough to live on the sea floor. 

Some animals stay in the plankton layer 
throughout their entire life cycle, from egg to adult. 
Most of the animals that stay in the plankton layer are 
very weak swimmers, so they are just carried along by 
the motion of the water. 

Stronger swimmers usually live in deeper water, 
moving up at night to feed on plankton. As the sun 
rises, they return to the shadowy depths of the sea for 
safety. Scientists call this vertical migration (VER-

. ti-cul mi-G RAY-shun) . 

. --~---····--·-·-·~ ··-··--- .. -· 
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Cope pods 

One of the creatures that lives in the plankton 
layer and in other zones in the water column belongs 
to a class of animals scientists call Copepoda (co
peh-PO-dah)--oar-footed ones. Copepods also 
belong to a larger group of terrestrial (tuh-RES-tree
ull), freshwater and marine animals that scientists · 
have named Crustacea (Crus-T A Y -sha). There are 
more than twenty thousand kinds of crustaceans. 
These range in size from the extremely large to the 
microscopic. For example, a spider crab that lives in 
the waters off Japan has legs that span over eight feet 
from claw tip to claw tip. And one kind of copepod is so 
tiny that it can live on the "feeler" of another 
microscopic copepod. 

Very small marine·cro-stacean-s-,-e-specially-···---·· 

copepods, are the main source of food for many fish 
and large animals. Blue whales, the world's largest 
living animals, depend on these tiny organisms for 
food. If it were not for the vast numbers of these 
minute crustaceans, many whales, fish, and other 
animals of the sea would die from lack of food. 

I 
I,, 
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The name "crustacean" comes from the Latin word 
crusta, which means "shell." Not all crustaceans have 
actual shells, but all crustaceans do have an outer 
covering of a material called chitin (KY-tin), which 
protects their soft bodies. On crabs, lobsters, and 
insects, this covering hardens to form a very tough 
shell. Other crustaceans have a softer chitinous (KY-
tin-us) covering similar in texture to your fingernails or 
thin, flexible plastic. Copepods have this thinner type 
of chitin covering their bodies. 

Another thing all crustaceans have in common, at 
some stage in their lives, is two pairs of "feelers," or 
antennae (an-TEN-nee). They also have jointed 
appendages (ah-PEN-dij-ez), so scientists have 
placed all crustaceans in an even larger group, or 
phylum (FY-Ium), of animals called Arthropoda (ar
THROP-o-dah), or animals with jointed feet. The 
appendages of cope pods have many joints. 

Copepods begin life inside eggs. The mothers of 

i ; 
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one species (SPEE-sheez-)-m-a-y-ea-r--r--y~as--few-as-f~·-v '-t::--------------'-1!11· 

eggs while others may carry several hundred. Some 
carry their eggs in a sac attached to the underside of 
the abdomen. The eggs develop and hatch inside the 
sac and the babies are released into the water. In 
other species, the female carries the eggs inside her 
body. When it is time for them to hatch, she pushes the 
eggs out into the water. 
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The Microscopic Sea 13 

All crustacean larvae go through several stages of 
growth. A newly-hatched copepod larva, called a 
nauplius (NAU-plee-us), goes through six stages. 
The baby looks very different from the shrimp-like 
adult. In the beginning, a nauplius is just a head with 
two pairs of antennae and mouth parts for feeding. 
The mouth parts do look like legs and they're also used 
for swimming, but they are not true legs. The true legs 
. and the rest of the body begin to appear when the 
nauplius is a few days old. 

A nauplius sheds its "skin" five different times 
before it reaches the copepodite (co-PEP-o-dyte) 
stage. This process is called molting (MOLT-ing). 
Each time the nauplius sheds, it grows larger and adds 
new body parts. 

Why do crustaceans need to molt? It's simple; if 
they don't molt, they won't grow because chitin can't 
grow or stretch after it hardens. First, a new, soft 
covering forms under the old. The old covering splits 
open, and the animal pHIIs-it-sel-f-fFeeT-tl1e-naked- -~--

creature finds a crack or another place to hide. Then, 
safely hidden from predators, the animal takes in 
water, which causes the soft body to swell to a larger 
size. Finally, the soft covering hardens into another 
protective suit of "armor." A copepodite molts four 
times until the fifth pair of legs and body 
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segments (SEG-ments) appear, then the animal is 
an adult. 
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In addition to living in the plankton layer, copepods 
can also be found in other habitats. They can be free
swimming in the water column, in sand or mud, or on 
algae. Some copepods even live with other animals. 
Sometimes you can tell what type of habitat an animal 
lives in by looking at the animal's body shape. This is 
especially true for copepods. 

Many different species of Calanoid (CAL-ah
noid) can be found in the water column. These free
swimming copepods don't attach to things or crawl 
along the sea floor. Their streamlined, bullet shape 
allows them to move through the water with ease. 
During the day, calanoids stay in the deeper, dark 
water. At night, they use their very long antennae to 
swim up into the plankton layer to feed. This 
continuous vertical migration helps to protect them 
from hungry day-time predators that depend on sight 
to hunt their prey. --- -~-- ------~------- --

When a calanoid is hungry, it whips its antennae 
around in rapid circles. This causes the water to flow 
upward along its body, toward the mouth. As the water 
swishes past, the calanoid feeds on tiny algae or 
animals caught by the swirling water. One kind, 
Calanus (CAL-a-nus), can vibrate its antennae from 
600 to 2,640 times per minute! 
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Scientists think calanoids are probably the most 
numerous aquatic (a-KWAT-ick) animal in the world! 
When Spring arrives, calanoids are very abundant in 
the plankton layer. If you're out on a boat, dip a net that 
has a very fine mesh into the water, and you'll probably 
catch some. In fact, you can even use a piece of nylon 
stocking to make a net that will catch calanoids. 
Calanoids are larger than most copepods, so you'll be 
able to see them. But without a magnifying lens, they'll 
look like grains of rice jumping about in the net. If you 
do have some type of magnifying lens, you'll be able to 
see their long antennae. 

Copepods that live in sand are extremely tiny and 
very, very skinny! They have this shape because they 
li've and move about in the water between the sand 
grains. Cylindropsis is one of these sand dwellers. 
It's named after its cylinder-like shape, which makes it 
look like a tiny stick with legs! 

Many copepods that live down in the sand are so 
tiny they can feed only-eA-bacteria-that--grow-onsand---~----~ 1111 

' I 

grains. Bacteria are even smaller than algae. The , j, 

mouth parts of these copepods have tiny hooks for 
scraping the bacteria from the sand grains. 

Copepods that live on the surface of the sand are 
somewhat bigger. The larger copepods may feed on 
microalgae or detritus (de-TRITE-us) or on the 
bacteria that grow on these. 

,,,li',,l 



The Microscopic Sea 16 

A mud-dwelling copepod has a shovel-shaped 
head. This shape is very important because the 
copepod uses its head to plow through the mud in 
search of food. As the mud is turned over, the copepod 
uses its first pair of antennae to scrape algae into a 
ball; then it grasps the ball firmly with its second pair of 
antennae and holds the food to its mouth, munching on 
the ball as if it were an apple. And if the copepod 
doesn't like the taste, it will spit the food out. 

Diarthrodes nobilis (DI-ar-THRO-dees NO
bil-is) is the scientific name of a copepod that lives on 
algae but doesn't eat it. The copepod's body makes a 
sticky fluid called mucus. The mucus is squeezed out 
of the body from special openings in the body wall. 
Then, the copepod uses its legs to shape the mucus 
into a net around itself. The mucus contains nutrients 
that attract bacteria. The bacteria stay in the mucus 
and feed on the nutrients. Then, just as people eat the 
vegetables they grow in their gardens, D. nobilis feeds 
on the bacteria that grow-ill-its-mHeeus--§aFEien;;--WheA~----~-~~ 
the cope pod gets hungry, it uses its claw-tipped mouth 
parts to pull strands of tasty, bacteria-covered mucus 
into its mouth. The copepod benefits from growing its 
own food because it does not have to use a lot of 
energy searching for something to eat. 
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The Microscopic Sea 17 

Another species, Pseudostenhelia we/lsi 
(SUE-doe-STEN-hee-lee-ah WELLS-eye), isn't 
content with a garden; it builds an entire farm! P. we/lsi 

uses a type of glue it makes in its body to stick sand 
grains and detritus together to build mucous tubes. 
These busy creatures are constantly building new 
tubes to live in, so eventually there is a network of 
tubes forming a large, flexible maze under the surface 
of the sand. Scientists think the copepods "graze" on 
bacteria that grow in the mucus of the tube walls. 

Even the nauplii (NAU-ple-eye) scurry around 
and build little tubes to add to the food farm. These tiny 
babies look like little crabs as they scuttle sideways 
down the endless, narrow tubes. 

In some spots the tubes stick out of the sand. A 
copepod will rush madly through the narrow tubes until 
reaching an opening where it can stick out its head. 
When its head is out, it becomes completely still--not 
even an antenna twitches. After fifteen or twenty i'.l 

seconds, it does a back--flip-then-raees-baekdown-the--------~!~ 
tube. Scientists have not yet discovered the reason for 
this strange behavior. 

If two cope pods happen to meet in a tube, a 
pushing match takes place. The strongest shoves the 
other one completely out of the tube! The loser darts 
about, frantically searching for another opening so it 
can return to the safety of the tubes. 

,, 
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The Microscopic Sea 18 

Some copepods are commensal (com-MEN
sui), which means they live with other animals. For 
example, some live inside the shells of clams; another 
species lives in the mouth of baleen whales. 

· Commensal copepods benefit from living in these 
places because they share the food these animals eat, 
and they are protected from predators .. Parasitic 
(pear-a-SIT-ic) copepods, which also live on or 
inside other animals, are not the same as commensal 
copepods. Commensals do not feed on the animals 
they live with, but parasites do. They feed on the fluids 
of the host animal. 

Many parasitic copepods live on fish. They cling 
to the fish's gills or burrow into its body. A parasitic 
copepod looks very differe_nt from its free-living cousins 
because its appendages and body have evolved into 
weird shapes. In fact, some parasitic species have 
changed so much they no longer even l'ook like 
copepods. These changes in body shape allow the 
parasite to attach to a host~---·Fer-iAs-taAee,-the-legs-rnay---~-----' 

be very short with sharp hooks for clinging to gills, or 
these appendages may have evolved into suckers that 
allow the copepod to stick like glue to the host. 

Species that burrow into the body of a fish may not 
have legs at all! The body is usually oddly shaped, and 
the head does not have a mouth! How does the 
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The Microscopic Sea 19 

parasite fe~d without a mouth? Nutrients from the host 
animal are absorbed through the copepod's skin! 

Copepods are one of the most abundant of all 
marine organisms--one small bay has more copepods 
living in it than there are people living on the entire 
planet! These tiny animals are very important because 
they serve as food for many marine animals, especially 
for newly-hatched fish, which are too small to eat larger 
animals. But copepods are very sensitive to water 
pollution. When the water is polluted by oil spills or 
chemicals dumped by industries, the copepods die; 
then other creatures that depend on copepods for food 
starve to death. And still other animals, which 
depended on those creatures as a source of food, 
starve in turn. Like ripples spreading across the 
surface of a pond, starvation and death can spread 
through the entire marine food chain. This is one of the 
reasons it is so important to keep the waters of our 
world clean. 
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The Microscopic Sea 21 

Barnacles 

Some animals live in the plankton layer while they 
are babies; when they are past the baby or larval stage 
of growth, they move down to the bottom of the sea or 
to other places in the water. A barnacle is one of the 
animals that moves out of the plankton layer to live on 
rocks, wooden pilings, or ships. It can even live on 
other animals such as crabs and whales. 

A barnacle goes through three stages of growth. 
After it hatches, the baby barnacle is called a nauplius. 
It looks very similar to a copepod nauplius, but you can 
tell them apart because the barnacle's "head" has two 
pointed "horns". 

The nauplius swims about and feeds in the 
. phytoplankton. After the nauplius molts, the next stage 
has a shell-like covering which makes it look like a tiny 
bean. The cyprid mu-srfinaa-place.-to--s~ettle-c:fo-wn 

live. It does so by "tasting" the water to find a place 
where there is plenty of food or other barnacles of its 
own species. Once it has found a good place, the 
cyprid turns up-side-down and glues its head to the 
chosen spot., The glue it makes is so strong that 
scientists are experimenting 
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with it to see if it can be used by dentists to fix broken 
teeth. 
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After, it is safely attached to its new home, the 
bean-shaped covering is pushed off. The barnacle 
takes a mineral called limestone from the water to build 
protective, shell-like plates around its soft body. 
Barnacle babies are one of the microscopic animals 
that grow to be large enough to be seen with the naked 
eye. The next time you go to the sea shore, look for 
white, volcano-shaped shells attached to the rocks. 
These are the adult barnacles. 

When a barnacle feeds, these plates open at the 
top like a flower, and out come delicate, feathery feet. 
The barnacle waves these long, jointed appendages in 
the water. Algae or small animals are trapped by tiny 
hairs--hairs which give these crustaceans their Latin 
name, Cirripedia (ser-i-PE-dee-ah), or "hairy foot!" 

One kind of barnacle, called a "root head" or 
rhizocephalan (rye-zoe-CEPH-ah-lan), does not 
have protective plates -beeause-i-t-is-an-endoparasite--
(ENDO-pear-ah-site). This means that it lives as a , 
parasite inside the body of another crustacean, such 
as a crab. The hard shell of a host crab will provide all 
the protection this kind of barnacle needs. 

The parasite goes through the same nauplius and 
cyprid stages as other barnacles, but the cyprid does 
not glue itself head down to a new home. Instead, the 
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The Microscopic Sea 

female cyprid attaches to a female crab. Then the 
cyprid sheds the bean-shaped covering, and its body 
changes shape. The new, needle-like shape is 
specialized for punching a hole in a thin part of the 
crab's shell. Some of the parasite's body oozes into 
the hole. This tissue spreads like the roots of a plant 
throughout the crab's body--even into the tips of the 
claws! 

23 

Finally, a large mass of tissue pushes out from 
underneath the shell at the bottom of the crab's 
abdomen. This mass is the parasite's egg sac. If the 
female barnacle lives inside the crab host, where does 

1 

a male live? When the egg sac is big enough, a tube-
like opening appears. The male cyprid swims inside 
the tube, where it lives the rest of its life. When it is 
sexually mature, it releases sperm to fertilize the 
female parasite's eggs. 

· When a crab is carrying its own egg mass, it keeps 
the eggs clean. It also fans the eggs with its legs to 

I I 

'' 

make sure the eggs get--plen-ty-ef-e*y§eA-from--tl'le~~ ~~ ~-·-~-----~----~---H'·~III··· 

water. The crab gives the same care to the parasite's 
egg mass. Why? Because she cannot tell the 
difference between the parasite's hotdog-shaped egg 
sac and her own egg mass. Even if the crab is a male, 
it will tend the parasite's eggs because changes in its 
body, caused by the parasit~, make a male crab 
behave like a female with eggs. 

I•'' 
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Eventually, the presence of the parasite will cause 
the crab to weaken and die, but before the crab dies, 
the barnacle releases newly hatched nauplii into the 
water to start a new generation of barnacle parasites. 

i •1, 
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Rotifers 

Animals of the Phylum Rotifera (ro-TIF-er-ah), 
or the "wheel bearers," live mostly in freshwater 
habitats such as ponds and lakes and on the wet 

26 
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surface of mosses. The moss-dwellers have "toes" for 
clinging to the moss while they feed. The animal 
stretches upward on "tip-toe" to feed, but if danger 
t~reatens, it retracts its toes, which pulls the whole 
body downward to safety. 

Some rotifers crawl along the bottom like 
inchworms. The animal stretches out and secretes a 
glue that lets it attach its head to the bottom. Then it 
pulls the rest of its body up to the head, attaches the 
adhesive toes and "inches" forward again. 

There are a just a, few species of marine rotifers. 
These rotifers are among the smallest of the 
microscopic organisms mentioned in this book. Some 
'Of the planktonic kind-lookJike_p1ump little_bag_gJ~? __ , 
floating in the water column. The largest rotifers known 
are only three millimeters (about one eighth inch) in 
length. 

Rotifers have a very special body part for feeding. 
Although it doesn't spin, it looks like the circular, 
spinning heads on an electric razor. The movements 
of the tiny cilia (SIL-i-ah) located around the rim of 
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the wheel-like organ make the organ appear to spin. 
These beating hairs create a current of water that 
carries algae and other food particles into the rotifer's 
mouth. If you could look down into the rotifer's throat, 
you would see little hard jaws that grind up the food. In 
a predacious rotifer, long, snapping jaws can be thrust 
right out of the mouth to snatch passing prey. These 
:little creatures also have other interesting 
characteristics--like how they produce male and 
female offspring. 
J Just how do some rotifers produce male and 
female young? First, you need to know the usual way 
babies are started inside eggs--because rotifers can do 
some very unusual things when it comes to producing 
offspring from eggs. 

For most invertebrate animals, a male is needed 
to pass sperm to the female to fertilize her eggs; 
otherwise the eggs won't produce babies. Sometimes 
both eggs and sperm are scattered into the water, ~nd 

, fertilization occurs wheA-tl9e-twe-FReet;--Wt":leA-the-eggs-~----
ha:tch, the babies can be male or female. Either way, it 
takes both sperm and eggs (gametes, GAM-eats) to 
produce babies. 

In some rotifers, eggs that aren't fertilized can still 
develop--but they will always produce male babies! 
In other species, there are no males at all, and the 
unfertilized eggs produce only female babies. 
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Parthenogensis (parth-en-no-J EN-ah-sis) is the 
scientific name for the process that produces babies 
from unfertilized eggs. 

28 

Another interesting thing about rotifers is that they 
are eaten by the water-bears you'll meet later in this 
book. Like water-bears, rotifers can enter a suspended 
state when conditions in the environment are harmful. 
Rotifers can stay in this suspended state for about four 
years, but water-bears can survive in this dried out 
condition for many years. 

,, ' 
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larvae 

Flat Worms 
(Tu rbellarians) 
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Turbellarians 

Another benthic (BEN-thik) organism is the 
turbellarian (tur-beii-AR-i-an). This worm belongs 
to the phylum Platyhelminthes (PLAT-e-hei-MIN
theez), which means "flat worm." Being flat can cause 
the littl~ worms a problem. Why? Because 
turbellarians, like nematodes, are always in danger of 
desiccation. This means that their bodies lose water 

] rapidly because they are very thin and flat. This also 
tells you that flat worms are always found in wet 
places. If scientists want to find a turbellarian to study, 

~ they know to look where there is water or at least a little 
moisture. Why would scientists want to study these 
tiny worms? 

Turbellarians have an amazing ability to 
regenerate new tissue. If a worm is cut in half, each 
piece will re-grow the missing half. Then, instead of 
, one cut-in-half flat-wo rrn,-tl4ere-aFe-twG-whole--ones.- _Jf 
scientists can learn how flat worm bodies can do these 
things, the knowledge may one day help doctors to 
actually heal the bodies of people who have had 
fingers or hands or even arms and legs cut off in 
accidents. 

Turbellarians also have the strange ability to be 
both male and female at the same time. This means 
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that one flat worm carries both eggs and sperm. If two 
turbellarians that are old enough to breed meet each 
other, they trade sperm, fertilizing each other's eggs. 

After the eggs are fertilized, they are released into 
the water. The eggs of. fresh water turbellarians 
produce juvenile worms. Marine flat worms go through 
a larval stage. The free-swimming larvae, named 
Muller's larva after the man who first described them, 
look a lot like floppy-eared, toy puppies that have 
learned to swim. 

The larvae feed by filtering food particles from the 
, water, but the adults usually feed by pushing a straw
like tube out of the mouth opening and sucking up 
other little animals. This might not sound too strange-
,until you find out that the mouth is underneath the 
body, usually in the center or near the tail. 

Since turbellarians are benthic, most crawl 
across the sea bottom by moving along a "river" of 
mucus that oozes from the underside of their bodies as 
they crawl. Hair-like cilia-en-tRe-HAeeF--siee--of-tRe-beey 

' 

stroke through the mucus like little oars, propelling the 
worm forward. Unlike nematodes, flat worms also 
have circular muscles that help them to glide along in 
the mucus. Unfortunately, these muscles don't help 
the luckless little worm escape when the dragon-like 
nematode looms over its favorite prey. 
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Nematodes 

Phylum Nematoda (nem-ah-TOE-dah), the 
name means "threadlike," is the second largest of all 
the animal phyla (FV- Ia); only phylum Arthropoda is 
larger. 

33 

Just what is a nematode? It's a worm. The 
common name for a nematode is "roundworm." There 
are more nematodes than any other kind of animal. 
One small patch of dirt, around three square feet, can 

, hold one million nematodes! And there is not a single 
habitat on Earth that is free of them. 

They live in mud, sand, and dirt; on or inside plants 
, and other animals, and even inside people. One 

species even lives in vinegar! Others live in freshwater 
or salty seas. The only thing a free-living nematode 
must have, in any habitat, is at least a small amount of 
water so it doesn't dry out. The parasitic kinds are 
~ren't subject to desiccation-beeatJse they gain--- - ---

moisture from the host. 
Most nematodes are very small and look pretty 

m,uch the same. That's why scientists have a hard time 
telling them apart. But one nematode, Draconius, 
looks very different. 

The "Dragon" has an "S" shaped body. 
Underneath the bottom curve of the "S" are many tiny 
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bristles, or setae (SEE-tee). The nematode actually 
"walks" along the sea floor on these bristles. If this 
nematode were the size of a person, it would be a very 
scary worm to meet while you were swimming! 

This type of movement is rare for a nematode. 
Most move by thrashing their bodies back and forth. 
They are forced to move this way because they lack 
circular muscles. This is very unusual as most worms 
have several types of muscles that run in two or three 
directions. A nematode's muscles run in only one 
direction--from head to tail. When the worm moves, 

~. the muscles on one side of the body contract, curving 
the body in that direction. When the muscles relax, the 
body whips back in the other direction, producing the 

._characteristic thrashing movement. 
Most marine nematodes feed on detritus, but 

some are parasites, and some may be bacteria 
"farmers" like some copepods. These worms plow 
furrows in the mud of the sea floor just like farmers 
plowing their fields. --As--they--make--their--furrows;--a-------------

nutrient-rich mucus from their bodies coats the shallow 
grooves. Later, the nematodes feed on bacteria that 
grow in these "fertilized" furrows. 

Nematodes have a triangular mouth; in each of the 
three corners, there is a single tooth. One kind of 
nematode uses these teeth to crack open glassy, 

i 
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cigar-shaped diatoms. It sucks out the juicy insides 

and spits out the empty shell. 
A few nematodes are predators and prey on 

turbellarians, water-bears, or other nematodes. One 
species even hunts in a pack like wolves! These 
"wolves of the sea" gang up on a luckless animal and 
burrow into its body, working their way back out--bite 

by bite! 

35 
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Water-bears 
(Tardigrades) 
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Tardigrades 

Tardigrades (TAR-di-grades) or "water-bears," 
as they are commonly called, are the only animals in 
the phylum Tardigrada (tar-di-GRAY-da). 

The name comes from the Latin words tardus 
(slow) and gradus (step), which perfectly describe the 
motion of these plump, enchanting creatures; they 
_slowly lumber along with a bear-like movement on four 
retractable pairs of stubby legs. 

These tiny water-bears are something of a 
mystery to scientists. They just aren't certain as to 
~hich group of animals the tardigrades belong. This is 
because water-bears have some things in common 
with both nematodes and crustaceans. For instance, 
. water-bear muscles are like a nematode's, which is 
why their movements are lumbering--but they have 
se,veral pairs of legs likeacrUsface:fan~-Orilike-a ------
crustacean's, however, a water-bear's legs aren't 
jointed. Like a crustacean or a nematode, a tardigrade 
molts--but its cuticle (QUE-ti-kull), or "skin," is made 
of an entirely different substance than the outer 
coverings of the other two. 

Water-bears, like all microscopic animals, do not 
have blood vessels to carry nutrients throughout the 
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body. In larger animals, a heart pumps the nutrient
rich fluid throughout the body by way of veins and 
arteries. Tardigrades are so small they do not need 
these vessels or a pumping heart--all the body fluid just 
sloshes around inside as the water-bear moves. 

Terrestrial tardigrades live in the water film on 
mosses, on lake bottoms, in the water between sand 
grains, or on freshwater algae. They can even be 
found in water that collects in roof-gutters! 

Among the marine forms there are some that are 
commensal in barnacles. One species even lives on 
the surface of a small marine crustacean that bores 
into wood. 

Each species of tardigrade has legs adapted to its 
own particular type of habitat. The legs may have both 
claws and toes. Bottom dwelling species usually have 
adhesive toes which help them stick to sand grains, 
while those living on plants have claws for clinging. 
The ability to cling or stick to things is very important for 
water-bears because,--as-s-tr-aA§e -as-i-t-may- seern,---

these water-dwelling creatures can't swim! 
A female tardigrade must molt, or shed her cuticle, 

before she can lay eggs. After molting, she deposits 
her eggs inside the molted cuticle to protect them from 
predators. The babies hatch inside the tough cuticle, 
safe from the nematodes that prey on tardigrades. 
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Newly hatched tardigrades are not called larvae 
because they look like the adults; juveniles (JOO
vah-nulls) are just smaller and have fewer toes or 
claws. Claws are used by the young of some water
bears to rip open their eggs during hatching. 
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If a hatching water-bear does not have claws, it 
uses its stylets to break open the egg. All tardigrades 
have two stylets. A stylet is like a hollow, sharp
pointed needle. Some tardigrades feed by pushing 
these stylets into plant cells. After a water-bear has 
pierced a plant, its throat muscle then pumps like a 
squeeze bulb, and the hungry little creature sucks out 
the contents of the cell just as you would suck up a 
tasty milkshake through a straw. A few water-bears 
are predators and prey on rotifers or even on other 
~tardigrades. 

One of the most amazing things about water-

',i 
I' 

'I', :I 

bears is their ability to survive dangerous conditions :,li 
1:11 

such as extreme heat, cold, or desiccation. When il 

c.:;h anges in the e nvi roAmeA-t-ti9-Featen-tl9 e--water-eear~s-~------1 1 1 
,I 

life, a kind of sugar called trehalose (tree-HA-loes) ,'Iii 

is made by special cells in the water-bear's body. This if 
sugar enters all the body cells and protects the internal II 

:i,,, 

organs from damage. All movement stops, and the 
shriveled up tardigrade appears to be dead. 

When the danger passes, the tardigrade returns to 
normal. This ability to stop all normal activity is called 
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cryptobiosis (CRIP-toe-by-OH-sis), which means 
"hidden life." If water-bears could not enter this state, 
they would live about one year. Popping in and out of 
cryptobiosis allows them to live for as long as 60 or 70 
years. 

Some nematodes that share the same habitat 
prey on water-bears. These predators also go into 
cryptobiosis. 

40 

Cryptobiosis allows tardigrades to escape death 
from short-term pollution since they can survive toxic 
substances. Unfortunately, cryptobiosis does not 
always allow a water-bear to escape nematodes; when 
,the water-bear awakes, the nematode wakes up too--

~ ready to pounce on its meal. 

------------ -----
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Cladocerans 

Cladocerans (cla-DAH-ser-anz) are commonly 
called "water fleas" because they jump and hop about 
like fleas. They are placed in a class of crustaceans 
called Branchiopoda (Brank-e-OP-o-dah), or "gill
footed ones." The name comes from their jointed, leaf
shaped appendages, which take in air from the water. 

Water fleas not only breathe and swim with their 
feet, they also feed by filtering diatoms from the water. 

Unlike most groups of crustaceans, there are very 
few marine cladocerans. Marine species are, 
however, important prey items for young fish. One 
cladoceran named Podon (POE-don) is important 
prey for a fish called Pacific Cod. 

Podon has only one large eye, which can turn in all 
directions like a huge search light. This ability lets the 
tiny water flea keep a close watcn on-anyl>-assTng
predator. Scientists think the single eye evolved from 
two eyes which fused together in the distant past. 

.\ 

, Water fleas come in several shapes. Evadne (e-
VAD-knee) has a body somewhat like a pointed cone 
with legs, and a freshwater species has a raindrop 
shape. But Podon's shape is very different. 
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This little water flea has a plump, bubble-like body 
and very large second antennae. Due to the shape 
and position of the antennae, Podon looks like a fat 
ghost with long arms stretched out to catch a passing 
victim! 

Of course, you can't depend on any cladoceran to 
always look the same--some species change their 
shape as the seasons change. 
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Ostracods 

Ostracods are very tiny crustaceans that live 
inside what appears to be a clam shell. Their common 
name is "seed shrimp" because many ostracods look 
like little seeds when their "shell" is closed. Although 
most ostracods are marine, they can be found in all 
kinds of water--even mud puddles. 

Seed shrimp live in benthic (BEN-thik) habitats. 
This means they are bottom-dwellers. They can be 
found in or on the sand or mud in shallow water or on 
the sea floor thousands of feet below the surface. 

There are many different kinds of ostracods, and 
they have different ways to feed. Some filter tiny 
organisms from the water column. Some feed on 
detritus that settles to the bottom, and others eat algae. 

A seed shrimp has appendages which stick out 
from beneath its shelr=ln~e-oote-r-c-overing-.~ ene-species-~~~-

of ostracod has a "toilet foot," which is a special 
appendage that the tiny creature uses to keep its 
"shell" clear of dirt and waste material. Other 
appendages are specialized for moving around on the 
bottom of the sea. The legs closest to the head are 
hooked for pulling the little animal forward, while the 
rear legs may be more paddle-like and used for 
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pushing~ Some species, though, have another way of 
getting around. 

If an ostracod has long bristles on the edge of its 
shell, it can balance on the edge and use the bristles to 
pull itself across the sea floor! 

Ostracods are important prey for baby fish 
because they are just the right size to fit into the baby's 
tiny mouth. But an ostracod can protect itself by 
closing its shell and squirting a fluid into the 

) 

surrounding water to make it cloudy so the fish can't , . , 
see it. Then the ostracod opens its shell, puts out its 
legs, and scurries away. 
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Polychaetes 

Polychaetes (POLL Y-keets) belong to the 
phylum Annelida (an-NEL-i-dah). This is a Latin 
word which means "ring." Unlike nematodes, whose 
bodies are just one long tube, polychaetes are 
segmented worms; their bodies are made up of a 
series of sections, or segments. Each segment is a 
copy of the one in front of it. The bristles usually found 
on each segment give the "bristle worm" its common 
name.-

lt is hard to imagine that worms could actually be 
beautiful, but some polychaetes that live in tubes are 
very beautiful. Some "tube worms" live in tubes they've 
made from sand grains. The head of these tube
dwellers is crowned with many tentacles. Some 
species have thick~--snaky--tentaeles-,-whieh--fflay-net--t>e

very pretty. But if the tentacles take the shape of 
delicate, feathery fans, the worms look like flowers 
blooming on the sea floor. The tentacles can be deep 
re,d, yellow, orange, pink, or even white, producing a 
lovely underwater garden. This small "garden" can 
disappear in the blink of an eye if the worms detect a 
predator. 
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Some tube worms attach their tubes to the shells 
of crabs or scallops. These traveling worms are 
sometimes large enough that you can see the 
tentacles quite well without a hand lens. 

49 

· "Polychaete" means "many setae" (SEE-tee), 
but in some tube-dwellers these bristles have become 
so small, they cannot be seen without a powerful 
microscope. In free-living worms, these bristles are 
usually quite long, and they stick out of the paddle
shaped "legs" which run along both sides of the worm. 
Although their larvae are microscopic, some species 

c can eventually grow to be over a foot in length! If you 
go to the sea shore, dig around in the wet sand; 
perhaps you will find one of the larger worms. 

If you find a worm, look for bristly "legs." Some of 
the worms have kept an ancient snake-like form with 
. no visible sections or appendages; but generally, the 
worms have visible sections with visible, paddle
shaped "legs." Each "body ring" has a pair of these 
appendages. So, if-the--pelyehaete-Mas-ten--se~ meAts, 
you should be able to count ten pairs of legs. 

Setae help the polychaete move by hooking into 
the sea floor so the worm doesn't slide backward when 
it is crawling over or burrowing into the mud. 

The feeding habits of polychaetes usually depend 
on the worm's life-style and type of habitat. The tube 
worms with delicate fan-like tentacles are filter feeders. 
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If they have thicker tentacles, they probably are using 
these tentacles to pat the mud and pick up detritus that 
settles to the sea floor. 

Some species of polychaete don't waste energy 
searching for food. They just move in with other 

) animals and share their food. Some live in mud shrimp 
burrows, and some live inside underwater sponges. 
Tiny commensal worms can even be found living down 
in the small end of a hermit-crab's shell. When the 
hermit-crab starts eating, the little polychaete sneaks 
up to the open end of the shell and makes a quick grab 
to snatch a bite to eat. 

Interstitial (in-ter-STISH-al) polychaetes live in 
the spaces between sand grains. Many of these tiny 
worms have evolved into a legless form because "legs" 
would just be in the way. These worms move about on 
cilia like flat worms and feed on microalgae and 
bacteria. 

Most polychaete babies hatch from eggs that are 
free-floating in the water-;-btJt-a-few-females~-do-car-ry----~~: 

their eggs in sacs attached to the underside of their 
bodies. When the eggs hatch, tiny top-like larvae, 
called trochophores (TROKE-uh-fours) are 
released. The larvae have a band of cilia that encircles 
their bodies. The trochophores use the cilia to collect 
microalgae to eat. The cilia are also used for 
locomotion. They beat back and forth like the cilia on a 
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rotifer's wheel-organ. This causes the larvae to move 
around in the water--in circles! 
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Some bristle worms don't produce a free-living 
larval stage. Instead, the larvae are confined in a jelly
like mass attached to the bottom until they develop into 
juveniles. In rare instances, a developing larva or a 
juvenile is actually raised inside the parent's body in 
specialized "nursery" chambers. 

Although some do manage to survive to produce 
new baby worms, many of the eggs and larvae that 
make it up into the plankton layer become meals for 
many other marine organisms--including the juvenile 
fish, which, in turn, grow up to provide food for the 
people of the world. 
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Conclusion 

CARE OF THE SEA 

Most of the larger creatures of the sea, like whales 
., and seals, are well-known. If people are doing 

something to endanger them, laws are passed to 
protect the animals. But most people haven't heard 
about the animals in this book for two reasons: The 
animals in this book are so small that most people have 

. never even seen them, much less heard about how 
they live. The other reason is that these creatures are 
not cute and cuddly or viewed as important food 
sources for people. But these tiny animals are very 

important to people--for two reasons. 'I 

All life is linked JQ_gether and these tiny_i!_OlOJ~?-are __ :!' .... , 
at the base of the food chain that passes life-giving 
nutrients all the way up the chain to humans. If people 
don't take care of the sea by keeping it clean, the 
animals will begin to die. The tiny creatures of the sea 
will be the first to feel the effects of pollution, but those 
effects won't be detected by humans until the larger 
ones begin to die off because their food supply has 
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dwindled. When the fish (and other marine animals 
that people eat) have less to eat, they don't have as 
many offspring. If there are fewer young to grow up, 
then there will be less seafood to feed people. 

The other reason these animals are important is 
that scientists don't know enough about them. Some 
of the animals may help to cure human disease when 
scientists learn more about how the animals' bodies 
fight disease or infections; some may produce 
substances for new medicines. If people don't take 
care of the sea, future generations will not be able to 
study these wondrous creatures and many important 
secrets of nature might be lost forever. 
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The more we understand the life histories of these 
tiny marine organisms, the better we can take steps to 
protect them and their threatened habitats--to the 
benefit of all life. 

------- ---~- ~-- --
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Glossary 

adhesive (ad-HE-siv)--sticky or glue-like 
substance; having the ability to stick to other 
things 

algae (AL-gee)--seaweed; sizes range from very 
large kelps to microscopic plants 

Annelida (an-NEL-i-dah)--scientific name for the 
group of worms that have segmented bodies; 
polychaetes belong in this group 

antennae (an-TEN-nee)--paired, movable sense 
organs located on the head of some animals, 
such as crabs, snails, and copepods 

appendages (ah-PEN-dij-ez)--leg-like body parts 
that animals, such as crabs, shrimps, or 
copepods, use to move about and/or catch food 

aquatic (a-KWAT -ick)--living in water 
----~~-------~---- --------~----~- -·- ·-
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Arthropoda (ar-THROP-o-dah)--scientific name for 
the large grouping of animals that includes all 
organisms which, at some stage of life, have 
jointed appendages and an outer covering of 
chitin 

, arthropod (AR-thro-pod)--any animal that belongs in 
the phylum Arthropoda 
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autotrophic (au-toe-TRO-fick)--a plant or any other 
organism that makes food inside its own body 
and doesn't need to eat other things in order to live 

baleen whale (buh-LEEN)--toothless whale that 
has a hard, flexible material called baleen that 
hangs down in long strips from the upper jaw and 
forms a filter to catch small fish and plankton; blue 
whales and humpbacks are baleen whales 

bacteria (back-TIR-e-ah)--extremely tiny, one
celled organisms 

1 barnacle (BAHR-nuh-kul)--small, entirely marine 
crustacean, enclosed in a shell-like covering 
attached to an object or another animal; parasitic 
forms may lack an outer covering 

- Benthic (BEN-thik)--living on or in the sea floor 
Branchiopoda (brank-e-OP-o-dah)--scientific 
name for the class of crustaceans called "water 
fleas" 
calanoid (CAL-ah-noid)--bullet-shaped, free

swimming copeped-that-has- very--loAg -antennae--
Calanus (CAL-a-nus)--free-swimming copepod 

that has a bullet-shaped body and very long 
antennae 

chitin (KY-tin)--a material which forms the outer 
covering of crustaceans; it may be thick and hard 
or thin and easily bent 

chitinous (KY-tin-us)--made of chitin 
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cilia (SIL-i-ah)--hairs that beat to produce movement 
of an animal or that are used to catch food 

Cirripedia (ser-i-PE-dee-ah)--scientific name for 
the class of animals commonly called barnacles 

cladocerans (cla-DAH-ser-anz)--scientific name for 
tiny crustaceans commonly called "water fleas" 

commensal (com-MEN-sul)--any organism that 
lives with another animal without harming that 
animal and that gains some benefit, such as food 
or shelter, from being with the other animal 

Copepoda (co-peh-PO-dah)--scientific name for a 
class of very small, shrimp-like crustaceans 

copepods (CO-pe-pods)--small, shrimp-like 
crustaceans in the class Copepoda 

copepodite (co-PEP-o-dyte)--juvenile copepod; 
a young copepod that lacks the fifth leg 

· Crustacea (Crus-TAY-sha)--a class of animals that 
has a chitinous outer covering, jointed 
appendages, and segmented bodies 

crustaceans ( crus--T-A-¥-shuns~--aR-i-rnals that
belong in the class of animals called Crustacea 

cryptobiosis (CRIP-toe-by-OH-sis)--state of 
suspended life activities 

cuticle (QUE-ti-kull)--outermost, skin-like layer of 
some invertebrates; may be molted (tardigrades 
and nematodes), or non-molted (rotifers) 

I ~ . 

I 
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Cylindropsis (CIL-in-DROP-sis)--very tiny and 
skinny copepod that lives between sand grains 

cyprid (SIP-rid)--bean-shaped, second life-stage of 
barnacles 

desiccation (des-si-CA-shun) drying out from lack 
of water 
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detritus (de-TRITE-us)--tiny pieces of decaying 
(rotting) plant or animal material that settles to the 
sea bottom 

Diarthrodes nobilis (DI-ar-THRO-dees NO-bi-/is)-
copepod that lives in tubes under sandy areas of 
the sea floor; D. nobilis is the abbreviated form 

~ diatoms (01-ah-toms)--microscopic, aquatic plants 
that usually have a hard, glass-like outer "shell" 

dinoflagellate (die-no-FLAJ-u h-late )--aquatic, 
microscopic, one-celled, autotrophic animal 

endoparasite (EN 00-pear-ah-site )--any parasite 
that lives inside another animal 

euphotic (u-FOAT -ick) zone--upper layer of water 

I' 
I!, 
'' 

I 
I 
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into which en aug 11--s unl i§ A-t-~eaeAes-tG-a.HJ,,v--""''-G~::;;•-•---~~~-~--,'~-
plants to grow 

Evadne (e-VAD-knee)--a marine cladoceran, or 
"water flea" 

fertilization (fur-tul-li-ZA-shun)--the process by 
which new life is started by a sperm entering a 

- female's egg 
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flagella (fla-JELL-ah)--thread-like "hairs" of 
dinoflagellates; whip-like action produces 
movement and/or catching prey 

gametes (GAM-eats)--the sex cells involved in 
fertilization; male sex cells are called sperm; 
female cells are called eggs 

habitat (HAB-i-tat)--place where a plant or animal 
naturally lives, grows, and raises its young; place 
where an animal finds food and shelter 

interstitial (in-ter-STISH-al)--living between sand 
gratns 
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invertebrate (in-VERT-ah-brate)--animal without a 
backbone 

juveniles ( JOO-vah-nulls )--newly hatched 
invertebrate babies that look almost like the adult 
form, only smaller 

kelp (KELLp)--a large, brown seaweed 
·larva (LAR-vah), plural larvae (LAR-vee)--a newly

hatched or early form of invertebrate that does not 
look like the pareot until a later life-stage 

--~-----

Latin (LAT-in)--ancient language of Rome, Italy, now 
used for scientific names 

marine (ma-REEN)--salt water habitat; any organism 
that lives in the sea 

microalgae (MY-cro-AL-gee)--microscopic algae 

I 
I, 
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microscope (MV-cro-scope)--special instrument 
you look through that makes very small things 
appear much larger 

microscopic (MV-cro-scop-ic)--anything too small 
to be seen without using a microscope 

minute (MV-newt)--another word for "tiny" 
molting (MOLT -ing)--a shedding of the outer 

covering or "skin" 
mucous (MU-cus)--containing mucus; slimy 
mucus (MU-cus)--semi-liquid material made by the 

body; similar to spit but sticky 
Muller's (MU-Ier's) larva--larval stage of some 

marine flat worms 
nauplius (NAU-ple-us) pl. nauplii (NAU-ple-eye)-

first life-stage after hatching of many different 
aquatic crustaceans, such as shrimp, barnacles, 
and copepods 

Nematoda (nem-ah-TOE-dah)--scientific name for 
the largest group of non-segmented worms 
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nematode (NEM-ah-toad}--the-most-numerous _________ _ 
unsegmented worm on Earth 

nutrients (NU-tree-ents)--any substance needed for 
healthy, normal growth 

offspring (OFF-spring)--young; babies 
organic (or-GAN-ick)--any material that was once 

living or that was made by an organism 
organism (OR-ga-nism)--any living thing 
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parasite (PEAR-ah-site)--any organism that lives on 
or in another creature and gains food or shelter 
from that creature without giving anything in 
return; usually harms the host in some way 

parasitic (pear-a-SIT-ic)--life-style of any animal 
that I ives as a parasite 

parthenogenesis (parth-en-no-J EN-ah-sis )--the 
process in which young are produced from eggs 
even though sperm are absent 

photosynthesis (photo-SIN-tha-sis)--process by 
which green plants use the energy of the sun to 
produce oxygen and food; process by which 
autotrophic diatoms and some dinoflagellates 
make their own food 

phylum (FV-Ium)--a broad category used to group 
together related organisms, especially in the 
animal kingdom; plural phyla (FY-Iah) 

phytoplankton (FY -toe-PLANK -ton)--mostly 
autotrophic, planktonic mixture of diatoms and 
dinoflagellates; beginning of marine food chain 

1·, 

plankton (PLANK-ton)~-.;free=-floating,~-mostly · ·· 
········-~---~---;,''" 

microscopic plants and animals that live in fresh or 
salt water and that usually depend on water 
currents for moving around 

planktonic (plank-TAHN-ick)--that which is found in 
the plankton layer 
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Platyhelminthes (PLAT -e-hei-MIN-theez)-
scientific name for the phylum of worms that 
turbellarians are placed in 

Podon (PO-don)--a marine cladoceran that has a 
very long pair of second antennae and a plump 
body 

polychaete (POLLY-keyt)--segmented worm, 
usually with many hair-like bristles used for 
mov1ng 

predacious (pree-DAY-shas)--any organism that 
lives by capturing prey 

predators (PRED-a-tors)--animals that live by 
eating other animals 

prey (PRA)--noun animals that are eaten by 
predators; verb to hunt another creature for food 
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Pseudostenhelia we/lsi (SUE-doe-STEN-hee
lee-ah WELLS-eye)--scientific name for a tube
building copepod; P. we/lsi is the abbreviated 
form for this scientific name 

regenerate (re-JEN-er-ate)--the ability to grow back 
a body part that has-6een cutoff ----------------~-----~~~---: 

retractable (re-TRAKT -ah-buhl)--able to be drawn 
back in 

rhizocephalan (rye-zoe-CEPH-ah-lan)--parasitic 
barnacle that lives inside other crustaceans, 
especially crabs 
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Rotifera (ro-TIF-er-ah)--scientific name for the 
group of animals known as rotifers 

segments (SEG-ments)--sections or pieces of 
something 

setae (SEE-tee)--bristles on polychaetes that are 
used for moving 

species (SPEE-sheez)--a single, distinct kind of 
plant or animal 
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sperm (spurm)--special cells, produced in a male's 
body, that enter the female's egg and cause a new 
life to begin 

stylet (STI-Iet)--needle-like feeding structure of 
tardigrades 

substance (SUB-stans)--that from which things are 
or can be made; material, stuff 

, Tardigrada (tar-di-GRAY-da)--scientific name for 
the phylum of animals commonly called water
bears 

,tardigrades (TAR-di-grades)--abbreviation of the 
scientific name for water-bears 

tentacles (TENT-i-kahls)--long, snake-like or 
thread-like crown of "arms" that some 
polychaetes use to catch food 

terrestrial (tuh-RES-tree-ull)--living or growing on 
land 
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trehalose (tree-HA-Ioes)--type of sugar, made 
inside the water-bear's body, which protects the 
animal's body during cryptobiosis 

trochophores (TROKE-uh-fours)--free-swimming, 
top-shaped polychaete larvae 

turbellarian (tur-beii-AR-i-an)--a flat worm 

vertical migration (VER-ti-cul mi-GRAY-shun)-
up and down movement of an animal within its 
environment, especially within the water column 
for feeding 
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water column (KOL-uhm)--a term for any portion of 
the water in a vertical line between the surface 
and the sea floor 

zone (ZOne )--a specific area 
zooplankton (zoh-ah-PLANK-ton)--mixture of 

small, planktonic, mostly free-floating animals that 
range in size from fifty millimeters (2 inches) to 

. . 
\ m1croscop1c. 

-----. ------------------ -----------------:.1" 
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